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Abstract 
Japan's 25% reduction target ofGHGs (green house gases) from the 1990 emission level in 2020 was intemationally 
committed by the former Prime Minister Hatoyama at the New York UN Conterence in 2009. Now the自rstperiod of 
Kyoto Protocol has just finished， and Japan needs to cope with the 25% reduction of GHGs toward 2ωo as a next target. 
For this purpose， new additional measures would be required to be adopted， and the environmental (carbon) tax would be an 
important candidate option which has been eagerly and widely discussed 
Therefore， we analyzed three different types of environmental (carbon) tax (でシpe1: the revenue procurement type， Type 2: 
domestic environmental measures type and Type 3: Kyoto mechanism use type) in this study. lt is自nallyconcluded that 
the adoption ofType 3 tax is the most appropriate among the three difierent taxes for the 問中oseof achieving the target in 
2020. [n this case， actual measures of CO2 reduction are not made in Japan， but we should adopt measures having higher 
economics with自rstpriority， because it has no problem to make measures anY'νhere from the viewpoint of global issues. 
Japan has various problems such as the revision of energy policy， the revision of nuclear policy and the economic recovery 
and so on in the present stage. Therefore， the environment measures， especially GHGs reductions， are now being of 
secondary importance. However， standing on more fiexible viewpoints and concentrating her wisdom， Jap釦 shouldpursue 
the solution by which Japan n伐 dnot lose her intemational confidence. It is concluded that the realization of Type 3 tax is 
one ofindispensable solutions for Japan's future. 
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The first commitment period ofKyoto Protocol was terminated at the end ofDecember， 2012. As the post-
Kyoto treatments could not reach to the final agreement， the simple extension ofKyoto Protocol was selected 
up to the reaching to the final agreement. But Japan will make an effort to reduce GHGs emissions by her 
own initiative before the post-Kyoto final agreement， because she did not agree the simple extension ofKyoto 
Protocol. 
However， considering that Japan' s 25% reduction target of GHGs (green house gases) from the 1990 
emission level in 2020 was intemationally committed by the one幽timePrime Minister Hatoyama at the New 
York UN Conference in 2009， Japan needs to cope with the 25% reduction of GHGs toward 2020 as a next 
target. 
For this purpose， new additional measures would be required to be adopted， and the environmental (carbon) 
tax would be an important candidate option which is eageriy佃 dwidely discussed. Therefore， we would like 
to analyze the expected e妊ectsbrought by the different types of environmental (carbon) tax in this sωdy. 
2. Method 
(1) Types of environmental (Carbon) tax discussed 
We tookupt胎eedifferent types of environmental (carbon) t仏 thatis， Type 1， Type 2 and 乃pe3. The tax 
revenue ofType 1 environmental (carbon)句xis al used to reduce social and welfare costs， and therefore the 
GHGs' reductions are made only by the price effect caused by the taxation. 
The tax revenue ofType 2 environmental (carbon) tax is al used to cover total necessary costs of domestic 
reduction measures such as energy savings， introduction of renewable energies， switching to natural gas and 
so on. Thus， inthis case， the GHGs' reductions are made by the price effect caused by taxation and by the 
revenue effect caused by covering the cost of domestic reduction measures. 
The tax revenue of Type 3 environmental (carbon) tax is al used to cover total costs for obtaining 
necessary CO2 reduction credits. In this case， the GHGs' reductions are mainly made by the acquisition of 
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CO2 reduction credits. The smal1 price effect caused by the taxation is worked slightIy. 
We compared simulation results of these three different types of environmental (carbon) tax from the 
viewpoints such as the size of tax rate， the size of tax revenue and the size of GHGs' reduction. We also 
discussed merits and demerits ofthree different types of environmental (carbon) tax. 
(2) Required amount for Japan to achieve 25% reduction target 
The GHGs reduction target taken up in this study is 25% reduction in 2020 from the base amount in 1990 
which was intemationally committed by Prime Minister Hatoyama (then). As the GHGs emission amount 
in 1990 was 1，261 mil1ion t-C02， the reduction to the GHGs emission amount of 945.75 mi1lion t-C02 will be 
required up to 2020. 
However， it is necessary to consider that Japan is now discussing again her energy plan and nuclear power 
policy due to the East-Japan earthquake broken out on March 1，2011 and the operation rates of thermal 
power plants are expected to be high in the long-run from now. Therefore， the starting level should be 
positioned at the GHGs amount in 2011. 
The GHGs emission amount in 2011 was 1，307 million t-C02・ Thus，the necessary reduction amount to 
achieve the 25% reduction target is estimated as 361.25 mil1ion t-C02 by subtracting 945.75 mil1ion t・CO2in 
1990 from the GHGs emission amount in 2011. 
3. Results 
(1) GHGs reduction using Type 1 environmental (carbon) tax 
Concretely speaking， Type 1 environment (carbon) tax corr巴spondsto those introduced for the pu中ose
of revenue procurement in many European countries. Since the tax revenue is used to reduce the burden 
of social insurance cost etc. aiming to realize a double dividend of environmental (carbon) tax， the GHGs 
reduction is not expected to be made through the so司calledrevenue effect by the taxation. 
Since the revenue of environmental (carbon) tax is used for the sake of reducing the burden of social 
insurance costs， aiming at the double dividend of environmental (carbon) tax， the GHGs reduction by the so-
called revenue effect would not be expect疋d. In this sense， the GHGs reduction would be made only by the 
price effect oftaxation. 
Therefore， inthe analysis on Typel environmental (carbon) tax， we examined how much is the rate of 
environmental (carbon) tax required for the purpose of achieving to the necessary GHGs reduction amount of 
361.25 million t-C02 only by the price e妊ectof taxation 
The usable information for this analysis is the price elasticity of energy demand. Many studies has been 
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made on the price elasticity of energy demand in Japan up to now， and of these， the analyzed results were 
comprehensively summarized in the paper of A. Amano [2011] published in Environmental Economics and 
Policy Research. As the long-run elasticity of energy demand dealing with the whole sectors comprehensively 
was estimated at -0.433 or -0.465 based on this paper， the value of this elasticity was assumed to be・0.45in 
this study. 
Now， the general energy demand function could be expressed as 
E(P) = aY αpβ ，?
、????? 、
using the income function Y and the energy price function P. In this equation，“a，"“α，" and“s" are the 
fixed coefficient， the income elasticity and the price elasticity， respectivelμ 
Defining the increase of energy price by environmental (carbon) tax as“t，" the energy demand function 
after taxation is represented as 
E(P+t) = aYα(P+t)β 。).
The reduction ratio of energy demand by taxation “R" is expressed as 
R = 1 -E(P+t)/E(P) (3). 
Arranging equations (1)ベ3)，we can obtain the following equation: 
R = I -E(P+t)/E(P) = 1一(P+t)βIps=l-(I+tIP)β (4). 
Therefore， the reduction ratio of energy demand by taxation .R. is finally obtained from equation (4) 
using the price elasticity β， ifthe increase of energy price “t" can be estimated by setting up the rate of 
environment (carbon) tax. 
In this study， the crude oil price was adopted as a representative price regulating the energy demand. The 
concrete value of “p" was deterrnined as 56，680 Yen/k1! which was the average imported price of crude oil 
and raw oil in 2011 in Japan. As for the relation between the carbon tax rate and the increase of crude oil 
price by taxation， we adopted the result that“the price increase of crude oil and oil products is 790 Yenl k1! 
due to the rate of carbon tax at 300 Yenlt・CO2・ Thisresult was given in the proposal of environmental 
tax toward 2011 by the Ministry of Environment (The Ministry of Environment [2010]). As for the price 
elasticity， the value of -0.45 obtained by A. Amano [2011] was used in this sωdy， asmentioned already. 
Figure 1 shows changes in the increase rate of crude oil price and the reduction rate of energy demand 
induced by the increase of carbon tax rate， using the relations mentioned above. It is found that the increase 
of crude oil price is a proportional linear relation to the increase of carbon tax rate but the reduction rate of 
energy demand gradually becomes smaller and finally reached to the saturation by the increase of carbon tax 
rate， that is， the increase of crude oil price by taxation. 
Strictly discussing， the reduction rate of energy demand is not equal to that of CO2 emission， but in this 
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Fig. 1 Changes in increase rate of crude oil price and reduction rate of e目ergydemand induced by changed rate of 
carbon tax 
sωdy， we assumed the equal relation between both. By examining the data provided in the concrete proposal 
on the environrnental tax given by the Ministry ofEnvironment [2010]， it is found that about 70% oftotal CO2 
emission would be taxed because there are various measures for tax exemption and reduction. However， 
considering that the range of taxation would be expanded hereafter， we assumed that the range of taxation 
would be 75% oftotal CO2 emission in 2011， that is， 1，307 million t-C02. 
In the case of Type 1 environmental (carbon) tax， because the revenue of environmental (carbon) tax is 
al used to reduce the burden of social and welfare cost and so on for the pu中oseof aiming at the double 
dividend of environrnental (carbon) tax， the GHGs reduction is considered to be made only by the price effect 
of taxation， totally without the revenue effect of taxation. Therefore， inthis s旬dy，we examined how much 
the increase of carbon tax is required in order to achieve the necessary reduction of energy demand， that is， 
the CO2 reduction target of 361.25 million t・CO2.Figure 2 shows changes in CO2 reduction induced by the 
increase of carbon tax rate. 
It is easily found from Fig. 2 that the CO2 reduction target of 361.25 million t・CO2could be achieved only 
by the price effect of taxation， ifthe rate of carbon tax is quite largely increased to 38，259.6 Yen/ t-C02. 
However， the crude oil price of 56，680 Yenlki! would be increased to the crude oil price including tax of 
157，000 Yenl ki! which is 2.77 times as much as the original price. 
The size oftax revenue by this taxation would reach to 27.13 trillion Yen， but this revenue size is as much 
as 60% ofthe revenue size ofnational taxes (43 trillion Yen) for national budget in 2012 and an unrealistically 
huge size. What kind of works would be required by using such a huge size of tax revenue for the sake of 
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Fig. 2 Changes in CO， reduction induced by the increase of carbon tax rate and necessary tax rate to achieve the 
reduction target using Typel carbon tax 
reducing 80cial and welfare C08tS and 80 on with aiming at double dividend of environmental (carbon) tax? 
The estimation made here is quite rough， assuming that the value of price elasticity estimated企omthe 
relation between energy demand and energy price would be always appropriate even if how much the energy 
price goes up. Therefore， we do not intend to insist the accuracy of carbon tax rate by which the CO2 
reduction target would be achievable. We would like to just insist that the taxation of stupendously huge rate 
of carbon tax would be required for the sake of achieving 25% GHGs reduction from the 1990 level in 2020 
only by the price effect of environmental (carbon) tax. 
In addition， ifsuch a quite huge revenue by the taxation of carbon tax is applied to the reduction of social 
and welfare costs， the income increases would happen to individuals or enterprises somewhat. Therefore， 
the increase of COz emission induced by the expansion of economic activities due to these additional incomes 
should be considered， though the magnitude of CO2 increase would be smaller than that of CO2 reduction 
by taxation. We would like to additionally point out that we did not discuss on this viewpoint in this study 
unfortunately. 
。)GHGs reduction using Type 2 environmental (carbon) tax 
Type 2 environmental (carbon) tax co汀espondsto that advanced by the Ministry of Environment which is 
aiming to make domestic environmental measures. The Ministry of Environment had proposed an original 
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concrete idea of environment tax aiming to make domestic environmental measures for many years until 
October 2012 when the Ministry of Environment agreed to the execution of the tax for global warming 
measures (for example， the Ministry of Environment [2010]). AdditionaIIy speaking， the tax for global 
warming measures reached to the ag閃ementis also positioned as one of environmental (carbon) taxes aiming 
to make domestic measures. 
Asdi汀erentfrom Type 1 environmental (carbon) tax， the critical specific character ofType 2 environmental 
(carbon) tax is that not only the price e汀ectof environmental (carbon) tax but also the revenue effect of itare 
taken account of. The GHGs reduction by the later revenue effect is brought by using the tax revenue to 
domestic environmental measures. Therefore， it is necessary to discuss concretely what kinds of domestic 
environmental measures should be taken and how much is the rate of carbon tax for this purpose. 
As necessary information for this examination， we took up the analyzed results on cost evaluation of global 
warming measures made by the Ministry of Environment [2006]. Figure 3 shows the reduction cost curve of 
global warming measures estimated using the idea of emission coe節目ntaveraged for thermal-fired power 
plants. In this figure， global warming measures which cost is less than 100，000Yenl t-C02 are shown， but the 
measures which cost is higher than 100，000 Yenlt-C02 are also examined as a ma抗erof course. The option 
of countermeasure which has the highest cost is tree planting in city and the reduction cost of this option is 
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Fig. 3 Reduction cost curve of GHGs reduction measures estimated by using emission coefficient averaged for 
thermal-fired plants 
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estimated as 18 million Yenlt・-町CO2・
The option of counteロneasureswhich has a negative reduction cost is drawn in the left side of Fig. 3， 
they are possible to be done without any cost burden. For example， we can list up the saving of stand by 
electricity， the introduction of summer time system， the raw-material or fuel use of wasted plastics for cement 
production and so on. 1t is also found from Fig.3 that the reduction cost goes up rapidly over 20，000 Yenl 
t-C02 after the GHGs reduction amount is more than 160 million t-C02• 
Even if the option which has the highest reduction cost is included， the total possible amount of GHGs 
reduction by domestic environmental measures merely reaches to a litle less than 191 million t・CO2
unfortunately. In this sense， it is definitely not easy to achieve the 25 % CO2 reduction from the 1990 level 
(that is 361.25 million トCO2)in 2020， and therefore， we need to understand the existence of limitation. 
1n order to estimate the rate of environmental (carbon) tax under which the GHGs reduction target 
concerned can be achieved by doing these domestic environmental measures， we need to estimate the size 
of total costs required for them in the next step on the basis of the reduction cost curve shown in Fig. 3. 
The total cost is calculated by accumulating the results of multiplying the size of reduction made by each 
GHGs reduction measure option by the corresponding reduction cost of each option. However， the negative 
reduction cost is treated as zero reduction cost. The calculated results are shown in Fig. 4. 
As shown in Fig. 4， the total reduction cost is 580 billion Yen at the GHGs reduction amount of 160 million 
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Fig. 4 Changes in total reduction costs required for the execution of domestic environmental measures 
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t-C02， and the increase oftotal reduction cost is relatively mild up to this amount. But ifthe GHGs reduction 
is over this amount， the total reduction cost begins to go up rapidlぁthetotal reduction cost finally reaches 
to 8 trillion Yen at the reduction amount of about 190 million t・CO2(the highest reduction amount). In the 
end， the total reduction cost piled up as if it c1imbs a c1if， because the measures options with quite higher 
reduction cost are only remaining. 
Ifthe total reduction costs required for such domestic environmental measures is gathered from the taxation 
of environmental (carbon) tax to 75% of CO2 emissions which are the objective of taxation， we need to 
discuss how much should be the rate ofType 2 environmental (carbon) tax in the next step. Figure 5 shows 
the estimated results ofthe required tax rate on the basis oftotal reduction cost curve shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 5 Carbon tax rate required to cover the total reduction costs of domestic environmental measures 
The target aiming to achieve here is 361.25 million t-C02 GHGs reduction which is actually required for 
the 25% GHGs reduction合omthe 1990 level in 2020. As already mentioned several times， the potential 
of GHGs reduction measures options analyzed by the Ministry of Environment reaches just slightly over 
than 190 million t-C02 even if al options get together， and it would be necessary to take measures options 
which has a quite expensive cost finally. As the wall of the limitation of domestic environmental measures 
confronts us， there is no other ways but finding a solution which can achieve the reduction target with 
combination of the price effect which is induced by carbon tax which is increasing due to the total costs piled 
up while climbing the wall. 
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As shown in Fig. 5， the carbon tax rate of 1，392 Yen/t-C02 which can cover the total cost required for the 
GHGs reduction of 190.69 miJlion t-C02 was obtained as th巴resultsof tax rate calculation combined with 
both ofthe price and revenue efi∞ts by taxation. 
The GHGs reduction amount made by the price effect of the obtained carbon tax rate is 170.56 miJlion 
t-COュ Puttingtogether this reduction by the price effect with the above-mentioned reduction by the 
revenue effect， we can confirm that the total reduction amount reaches to 361.25 million t-C02 targeted. The 
reduction is composed of 53% by the revenue effect and 47% by the price effect. 
As pointed out in the preceding paragraph， almost half of the reduction must stil depend on that by 
the price effect in the case of Typ巴2巴nvironmental(carbon) tax. However， compared with Type 1 
environmental (carbon) tax， the tax rate required is reduced largely by shifting to the le丘-handside of Fig. 6. 
As a result， the tax revenue gathered by Type 2 environrnental (carbon) tax is 8，080.5 billion Yen which is also 
reduced to about 30% ofthe revenue size ofType 1 environmental (carbon) tax. 
It is clearly concluded from the analysis on Type 2 environmental (carbon) tax that achieving the 25% 
GHGs reduction target from the 1990 level in 2020 committed by Prime Minister Hatoyama (then) would be 
confronted by quite difficult and large barriers， setting apart from the 6% GHGs reduction from the 1990 level 
in the Kyoto Protocol. 
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Fig. 6 Changes in CO2 reduction induced by the increase of carbon tax rate and necessary tax rate to achieve the 
reduction target using Type2 carbon tax 
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(3) GHGs reduction using Type 3 environmental (carbon) tax 
Type 3 environmental (carbon) tax is that making ful use of Kyoto mechanism. It is characterized仕om
the respect that the tax revenue is used for the sake of purchasing CO2 reduction credits based on Kyoto 
mechanism and so on， instead of applying to the total reduction costs of domestic environmental measures in 
the case of Type 2 environmental (carbon) tax. For the analysis of Type 3 environmental (carbon) tax， itis 
necessary to get information on purchased prices of CO2 reduction credit first. 
As shown in Fig. 7， we referred prices of EUA in the EU emission trading market and prices of CER 
changing with a certain price difTerential against the former in this study， inorder to fix the price of reduction 
credit. Before the Lehman Shock started in the second half of 2008， the price of CER was changing at the 
higher level. We assumed the average CER price of 30 US$/t-C02 from May to September， 2008 as the 
reduction credit price in the higher level， inthis analysis 
On the other hand， we also assumed the average of CER price of 17 US$/t-C02 from February， 2009 to 
July， 2011 after Lehman Shock as the reduction credit price in the average level. The reason why the higher 
level of reduction credit price is assumed is because the costs required for the credit purchase at the higher 
prices before Lehman Shock can be covered by this treatment. Converting dollars into yen by using the 
present exchange rate of85 Yen/US$， the reduction credit price in the higher level is 2，550 Yenlt-C02 and that 
in the average level is 1，445 Yen/t-C02• 
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Also in the case of Type 3 environmental (carbon) tax， since the reduction credits which is represented 
by CER of Kyoto mechanism are obtained by using the tax revenue， the GHGs reduction is made by the 
so-called revenue effect. Though the analyzed method is the same as that used for Type 2 environmental 
(carbon) tax， ifthe total costs required for such reduction credit purchases is gathered from the taxation of 
environmental (carbon) tax to 75% of CO2 emissions which are the objective of taxation， we need to discuss 
how much should be the rate ofType 3 environmental (carbon) tax. 
The carbon tax rate required is determined based on the GHGs reduction brought not only by the revenue 
effect but also by the price effect. Figure 8 shows the carbon tax rate estimated from the total necessary costs 
for the purchase of reduction credit， also considering the GHGs reduction by the latter effect. 
Assuming that the reduction credit price shifts the higher level of 2，550 Yenlt-C02， the carbon tax rate 
required is 958 Yenlt-C02• As the GHGs reduction amount by the price effect of this carbon tax is 17.664 
million t-C02， the GHGs reduction amount by the purchase of reduction credits (the revenue effect) is 
remaining 343.586million t-C02. The total amount ofboth reductions is consistent with 361.25 million t-C02 
required for the target achievement. The size of tax revenue required for the purchase of reduction credits is 
876.1 billion Yen. In the case of the credit price at the higher level， the GHGs reduction is composed 4.9% 
by the price effect of carbon tax and 95.1 % by the revenue effect of carbon tax. 
Next， assuming that the reduction credit price shifts the average level of 1，445 Yenlt-C02， the carbon tax 
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rate required is 554 Yenlt・CO2・ Asthe GHGs reduction amount by the price effect of this carbon tax is 
10.374 million t-C02， the GHGs reduction amount by the purchase of reduction credits (the revenue effect) 
is remaining 350.876million t-C02. The size of tax revenue required for the purchase of reduction credits is 
506.8 billion Yen. ln the case of the credit price at the higher level， the GHGs reduction is composed 2.9% 
by the price effect of carbon tax and 97.1 % by the revenue effect of carbon tax. 
As discussed in the preceding paragraphs， inthe case ofType 3 environmental (carbon) tax， the weight of 
reduction depending on the price effect of carbon tax is less than five percent. lt is easily found仕omFig. 9 
that the tax rate required is further reduced largely by shifting to the left-hand side of this figure， compared 
with Type 2 environmental (carbon) tax， tosay nothing of Type 1 environmental (carbon) tax. Therefore， 
the size of revenue gathered by this taxation is 876.1 billion Yen at the higher level of credit price and 506.8 
billion Yen at the average level of credit price. The size of tax revenue is also reduced to less than one tenth 
ofthat gathered by Type 2 environmental (carbon) tax. 
In the case of Type 3 environmental (carbon) tax using Kyoto mechanism， the credit price is possible to 
soar or to fluctuate violently in the trading market. However， judging from the trading experiences for about 
7 years in the EU emission trading market， it is considered that Type 3 environmental (carbon) tax does not 
lose its attraction even ifthe credit price goes up to the higher level in some degree. 
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Fig. 9 Changes in CO， reduction induced by the increase of carbon tax rate and necessary tax rate to achieve the 
reduction target using Type 3 carbon tax 
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4. Comparison of results and concluding remarks 
In the preceding section， we analyzed three different types of environmental (carbon) tax (Type 1: the 
revenue procurement type， Type 2: domestic environmental measures type and Type 3: Kyoto mechanism use 
type). The analyzed results are sumrnarized in Table 1. 
As discussed already， the analysis of environmental (carbon) tax made in this study does not estimate 
rigorous and accurate influences and effects brought by environmental (carbon) tax. However， itis 
considered that this analysis can provide necessary data for judging the specific charact疋rsof three different 
environmental (carbon) taxes from the whole situation and conc1uding which type of environmental (carbon) 
tax should be selected for the purpose of realizing the target of 25% GHGs reduction from the 1990 level in 
2020. 
Type 1 environmental (carbon) tax corresponds to those introduced in m佃 yEuropean countries for the 
purpose of revenue procurement and is aiming also to realize a double dividend of environmental (carbon) 
tax. However， the GHGs reduction is brought only by the price effect ofthis tax， and the tax revenue is not 
basically used for the sake of realizing the GHGs reduction target. Therefore， the rate of environmental 
(carbon) tax reaches to 38，259.6 Yen/t-C02> as shown in Table 1 and the crude oil price goes up to the 
abnormallevel ofabout three times higher as the result ofthis taxation. 
In addition， the size oftax revenue by this taxation would reach to 27.13 trilion Yen and this revenue size 
is as much as 60% of the revenue size of national taxes for national budget. Such a size of revenue is also 
abnorma1. We cannot imagine at al what kinds of method we have in order to retum such a huge revenue by 
reducing the burden of social and welfare costs practically. 
If the main pu中oseof this taxation is to procure necessary revenue and to realize the double dividend of 
environmental (carbon) tax and the GHGs reduction is the secondary pu中oseto the last end， it would have 
no problem to determine the appropriate tax rate for gathering the necessary tax revenue. However， ifthe 
Table 1 Comparison of Three Different Types of Environmental (Carbon) Tax 
Carbon Tax (Type 3) 
Credit Price (US$ / t・CO2)
Carbon Tax Carbon Tax 
(Type 2) (Type 1) 
17 US$ : 1，445 Yen 30 US$ : 2，550 Yen 
Carbon Tax Rate (Yen / t-C02) 554 958 1，392 38，259.6 
Reduction by price (1，000 t-C02) 10，374 17，664 170，559 361，250 
a・4・...-_司・...帽・_._---_._.._-_..._-_.-・・・・・・・・ 4降・.-.-司，ー.-.-ー・.-・・ 4・4‘ー・ー--_....-・・・・・・・・・・・・・・ー--司・.-----_匹・・..--- ーー司-・ーー 司・---_・ 4・..
Reduction by revenue (1，000 t・CO2) 350，876 343，586 190，691 。
Total reduction (1，0∞t-COz) 361，250 361，250 361，250 361，250 
Carbon Tax Revenue (Billions Yen) 506.8 876.1 8，080.5 27，138.0 
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achievement of GHGs reduction target is positioned with the first priority， we must conclude that Type 1 
environmental (carbon) tax aiming to achieve the GHGs reduction only by the price effect oftaxation is not a 
suitable tool. 
Type 2 environmental (carbon) tax corresponds to the tax advanced by the Ministry of Environment 
for domestic environmental measures. This tax is aiming to achieve GHGs reduction through both of the 
revenue effect brought by using the tax revenue for domestic environmental measures and the price effect 
by taxation. Considering that the 25% GHGs reduction from the 1990 level in 2020 is required the emission 
reduction of 361.25 million t-C02 concretely， itis quite difficult to ensure reduction measures options over 
190 million t-C02 because domestic environmental measures are confronted with the extremely high barrier 
of reduction cost. 
For this reason， the GHGs reduction target is barely achieved by the combination of the revenue 
effect brought by the quite high rate of environmental (carbon) tax due to the barrier of extremely high 
reduction cost and the price effect induced by such a high tax rate. Concretely speaking， the rate of Type 2 
environmental (carbon tax) reaches to 1，392 Yenlt-C02， asshown in Table 1. Though this value oftax rate is 
merely one third ofthe obtained rate ofType 1 environmental (carbon) tax， the burden is stil heavy because 
the present crude oil price goes up to the one and halftimes high level. 
The revenue gathered into the govemment by Type 2 environmental (carbon) tax reaches to 8，080.5 billion 
Yen， and this revenue size is 2.78 times larger than that gathered by the gasoline tax for the preparation of 
road infrastructure at present. Considering the present situations that various criticisms are brought up even 
to the gasoline tax， it must be concluded that the domestic environmental measures made by gathering such 
an extremely huge revenue to the govemment would not be agreed by the people after all. 
Though the reasonable way could be probably found for the achievement of 6% GHGs reduction target 
from the 1990 level comrnitted at the first commitment period of Kyoto Protocol by combining the domestic 
environmental measures with the taxation of environmental (carbon) tax suitably， itis also concluded in this 
study that it would be quite difficult to find the appropriate measures for the 25% GHGs reduction from the 
1990 level in 2020 by applying Type 2 environmental (carbon) tax. 
Type 3 environmental (carbon) tax is that making ful use of Kyoto mechanism， and the tax revenue is 
used for the sake of purchasing CO2 reduction credits based on Kyoto mechanism and so on. Of course， the 
GHGs reduction due to the price effect induced by the taxation of environmental (carbon) tax is also included 
as a result. 
The trading of reduction credits such as EUA ， CEA and ERU in Kyoto mechanism is actually made in 
the EU emission trading market， and checking changes in credit prices for past 5 years， the credit price is 
? ?
?
?
?
?
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estimated as 30US$ (2，550 Yen) /t-C02 at the higher level and 17US$ (1，445 Yen) /t-C02 at the average level. 
The carbon tax rate required to cover total necessary costs for the purchase of reduction credits is 958 Yenl 
t-C02 at the higher level of reduction credit price and 554 Yenlt・CO2at the average level of reduction credit 
price. The rate of Type 3 environmental (carbon) tax is largely lowered as compared with that of Type 2 
environmental (carbon) tax， of course， tosay nothing ofType 3 environmental (carbon) tax 
As expected naturally， the revenue size of Type 3 environmental (carbon) tax gathered to the govemment 
is 860.6 billion Yen at the higher level of reduction credit price and 501.6 billion Yen at the average level of 
reduction credit price. The revenue size is les than one tenth of the revenue size of Type 2 environmental 
(carbon) tax. This revenue size is the same as the size of special account by the global warming measures tax 
which is shifted 合omthe oil and coal tax and the size of special account by the power sources development 
promotion tax in the pastラ andit has enough strong powers of persuasion also from the viewpoint of past 
expenences. 
Comprehensively considering points discussed in this study up to here， itis finally concluded that the 
adoption ofType 3 environrnental (carbon) tax is the most appropriate among the three different taxes for the 
pu中oseof achieving the 25% GHGs reduction target from the1990 level in 2020 intemationally committed. 
Since the credits of Kyoto mechanism and so on are used， actual measures of CO2 reduction are not made 
in Japan but in overseas with lower reduction cost and larger reduction potential. However， it is considered 
that we should adopt the reduction measures having higher economics with first priority， because it has no 
problem to make reduction measures anywhere from the viewpoint of global environmental issues. 
Japan has various problems such as the revision of energy policy， the revision of nuclear policy and 
the economic recovery and so on in the present. Therefore， the environment measures， especially GHGs 
reductions， are now being of secondary importance. However， tobreak Japan' s promise as for the 6% GHGs 
reduction from the 1990 level of Kyoto Protocol and the 25 % GHGs reduction from the 1990 level in 2020 
worked out by Prime Minister Hatoyama (then) is considered to be directly connected with th巴loweringof 
Japan' s intemational confidence. Standing on more flexible viewpoints and concentrating her wisdom， Japan 
should pursue the solution by which Japan need not lose her intemational confidence. It is concluded that 
the realization ofType 3 environmental (carbon) tax is one of indispensable solutions for Japan' s future. 
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